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Abstract

Oxygen-deficient spinel (LiMn)3O4−z was successfully synthesized by melt-impregnation method. The chemical composition of each spinel
sample was carefully analyzed and the value ofz was correlated with its discharge capacity at about 3.2 V (C3.2V). The linear relationship
betweenC3.2V andz was theoretically deduced from the structural consideration of (LiMn)3O4−z.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Spinel LiMn2O4 is a promising cathode material for
ithium-ion batteries by virtue of its low cost and non-
oxicity. However, the severe capacity fading of the spinel
pon cycling at elevated temperature may obstacle its fur-

her utilization. There have been many mechanisms proposed
egarding to this problem, such as Mn dissolution into the
lectrolytes due to a disproportion of Mn3+ [1,2] electrolyte
ecomposition on the cathode surface causing impedance rise

3], Jahn-Teller distortion[3,4], and so on. Recently, we have
ound that the capacity fading is actually closely related to
xygen deficiency[5,6] which is denoted as thez value in
LiMn)3O4−z. From another viewpoint, Tachibana et al. have
easured carefully the heat capacity (Cp) values for a series
f spinel samples (0 <z < 0.09) within the temperature range

rom 2 to 420 K. They associated the anomalities inCp with
he oxygen nonstoichiometry[7].

From the previous studies, it is well known that oxygen
eficiency is always present in extra-heated spinel samples

8,9]. In the charge–discharge profiles for this kind of

usually appears, together with 4.5 V charge–disch
plateaus delivering the equivalent capacity. Gao and D
have ascribed the 3.2 V discharge plateau to oxygen
ciency and suggested to use it as a “qualitative indic
for detecting oxygen deficiency”[9]. Instead, we hav
explored the quantitative relationship between the 3
plateau length and oxygen vacancy degree[10]. A roughly
linear dependency was discovered between the logar
of 0.5C4V/C3.2V + 1 and 1/z(0.5C4V/C3.2V + 1) equals to
(C4V + C3.2V + C4.5V)/(C3.2V + C4.5V), and C3.2V equals to
C4.5V. By extrapolation of the above linear depende
the linear coefficient of about 466 betweenC3.2V andz was
obtained. Nevertheless, the scarcity of points (only t
samples) in our previous study would inevitably give
to some small errors in the derived linear dependency
affect the accuracy of the coefficient.

In this communication, we enriched the oxygen-defic
spinel sample sources and elaborated the linear rela
ship between the logarithms of 0.5C4V/C3.2V + 1 and 1/z,
which enables the exact calibration of the linear co
cient betweenC3.2V and z. Furthermore, we also deduc
amples (as shown inFig. 1), a 3.2 V discharge plateau
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the linear relationship betweenC3.2V and z directly from
structure consideration. The comparison between the experi-
mentally and theoretically deduced linear coefficients will be
present.
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Fig. 1. Charge/discharge curve of Li1.002Mn1.998O3.981.

2. Experimental

The spinel samples were prepared by melt-impregnation
method as follows. The mixture of Mn3O4 (Tosoh, Japan)
and LiOH was pre-calcined 500◦C for 5 h in air, and then
post-calcined at the temperature range of 700–900◦C in air.
Some details of the spinel samples are listed inTable 1.
The chemical composition of each sample was determined as
described in our previous study. The powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) using Cu K� radiation was employed to identify
the crystalline phase of the synthesized samples. The elec-
trochemical characterizations were performed using a screw
cell, which consists of a cathode and a lithium metal anode
separated by a porous polypropylene film. The cathode was
fabricated with 20 mg of accurately weighed active material
and 10 mg of conductive binder (Teflonized acetylene black
(TAB)). The electrolyte was a mixture of 1 M LiPF6–ethylene
carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:2 by volume)
(Ube Kozan). The charge and discharge current density was
0.4 mA cm−2 with the cut-off voltage of 3.0–4.75 V.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2plots the logarithm of 0.5C4V/C3.2V + 1 against the
logarithm of 1/z. Besides the three solid points applied in our

Fig. 2. Plot of log(0.5× C4v/C3.2V + 1) against log(1/z).

previous study, four dashed points were added in the present
research. A straight line with the slope near 1 could be drawn,
along which all the points distributed at both sides equally.
The extrapolation of this line until log(1/z) approaches 0
could get the crossover point, which bears a direct relation-
ship with the portion of oxygen defect-coordinated Mn atoms
to the whole Mn atoms in spinel. Thus,C3.2V could be cal-
culated from the crossover point if the capacity for LiMn2O4
is 148 mAh g−1. Our previous research on 3.2 V capacity has
suggested that one oxygen vacancy affects on ca. six Mn3+

ions based on the value of crossover point[10]. Since the
molar ratio of Mn3+/(Mn3+ + Mn4+) is assumed to be ca. 0.5
in the spinels, totally 12 Mn ions would participate in the
3.2 V plateau.

Once we consider the oxygen-deficient spinel structure
as schematically shown inFig. 3, we could derive almost
the same quantitative relationship. In spinel, one oxygen
vacancy give rise to three Mn ions with the coordination num-
ber of 5 (MnO5), which links with three MnO6 octahedrons
across O atom. Therefore, 1 mol defect oxygen forms 12 Mn
atoms (three sets of MnO5–(MnO6)3) which contribute to
the two equivalent plateaus at 3.2 and 4.5 V. Assume that the
molar ratio of Mn3+/(Mn3+ + Mn4+) is 0.5 and 1 mol Mn3+

in LiMn2O4 delivers 148 mAh g−1 capacity, we could obtain
the following equation for the capacity of 12z mole Mn in
LiMn O :

C

T
C

H n

7 y
7 y
8 y
8
8 y
8
9

able 1
hemical composition of oxygen-deficient spinel samples

eating temperature (◦C) Chemical compositio

00 Li1.010Mn1.990O3.995

50 Li1.005Mn1.994O3.994

00 Li1.010Mn1.990O3.988

00 Li1.015Mn1.985O3.997

50 Li1.002Mn1.998O3.981

50 Li1.016Mn1.984O3.985

00 Li1.013Mn1.987O3.973
2 4−z

3.2V + C4.5V = 148× 12z × 0.5

z in (LiMn)3O4−z Remark

0.005 This stud
0.006 This stud
0.012 This stud
0.003 Ref.[10]
0.019 This stud
0.015 Ref.[10]
0.023 Ref.[10]
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Fig. 3. Structure of oxygen-deficient spinel.

Fig. 4. Relationship betweenC3.2V andz.

SinceC3.2V equals toC4.5V, the capacity at 3.2 V could be
deduced as follows:

C3.2V = 148× 12z × 0.5 × 0.5 = 444z

The theoretical coefficient value of 444 agrees very well with
the coefficient value obtained from the crossover point in
Fig. 2. The consistence between the theoretically calculated
and experimentally extrapolated linear coefficients verifies
the validity of the above equation. Moreover, the above equa-
tion provides a very convenient and precise ruler to measure
oxygen defect in spinel, even without accurate chemical anal-
ysis. To further confirm the accuracy of the above equation,
we plot C3.2V against 444z as shown inFig. 4. The linear
dependency in this figure fits the equation very well.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, investigations on the oxygen-deficient
spinel (LiMn)3O4−z samples reveal that the discharge capac-
ity at 3.2 V equates to 444z. This linear relationship is care-
fully correlated by means of both the theoretical and experi-
mental evaluations and proves accurate.
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